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DEVON&DEVON PRESENTS “HIM” AND “HER”,
A DOUBLE TRIBUTE TO THE BAUHAUS
On the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the foundation of the Bauhaus, and merely weeks
away from the release of the movie “The New Bauhaus”, Devon&Devon pays homage to the
most visionary season of design of the first half of the 20th century.
Devon&Devon will do this by showcasing two new creations which draw their inspiration directly
from the proportions and shapes of the great American period of the Bauhaus movement.

HIM and HER are compact vanity units made with refined materials and sophisticated
finishings which merge with surprising harmony in an aesthetic made of simple and essential
lines.
The metal structure and the legs frame a push-opening door covered in a diamond mirror
(split into three for HIM; in a single piece for HER) and supports a precious top (in granite for
HIM; in marble with a splashback for HER). The interior is black opaque for both versions and
conceals an extractable drawer.
The unusually compact size of HIM and HER (they are only 57cm wide) are Devon&Devon’s
response to those who want to experience the exclusiveness of design and an elegant
bathroom, even in small spaces.
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Upon request, both HIM and HER can be personalised by choosing from eight finishings for
the metal frame (bronze, old copper, chrome, light gold, pink gold, shiny nickel, black nickel
and satined nickel) and four types of door-covering mirrors (bronze, smoked, silver, aged).

Him
metal frame with black nickel finishings;
smoked diamond mirror on the door;
removable drawer with black nickel finishings and smoked mirror;
granite top in absolute black;
a round sink in white ceramic;
Time collection wall taps, mirror, lamps and towel holder in black nickel finishings.
Size: cm 57 x 50 x 90h - Design: Devon&Devon Style Department

Her
metal frame with pink-gold finishings;
bronze diamond mirror on the door;
removable drawer with pink-gold finishings and a bronze-coloured mirror;
top and splashback in cremo extra marble;
an oval sink in white ceramic;
taps on the Coventry surface, in pink-gold finishings;
First class collection mirror and towel holder in pink-gold finishings;
Sfera lamp with the Yeats arm, in pink-gold finishings.
Size: cm 57 x 50 x 101h - Design: Devon&Devon Style Department
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